Consolidation Differentially Modulates Schema Effects on Memory for Items and Associations
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Abstract

Newly learned information that is congruent with a preexisting schema is often better remembered than information that is incongruent. This schema effect on memory has previously been associated to more efficient encoding and consolidation mechanisms. However, this effect is not always consistently supported in the literature, with differential schema effects reported for different types of memory, different retrieval cues, and the possibility of time-dependent effects related to consolidation processes. To examine these effects more directly, we tested participants on two different types of memory (item recognition and associative memory) for newly encoded visuo-tactile associations at different study-test intervals, thus probing memory retrieval accuracy for schema-consistent and schema-inconsistent items and associations at different time points (t = 0, t = 20, and t = 48 hours) after encoding. Results show that the schema effect on visual item recognition only arises after consolidation, while the schema effect on associative memory is already apparent immediately after encoding, persisting, but getting smaller over time. These findings give further insight into different factors influencing the schema effect on memory, and can inform future schema experiments by illustrating the value of considering effects of memory type and consolidation on schema-modulated retrieval.

Introduction

Information that is congruent with prior knowledge (or a schema) is often found to be better remembered than incongruent information [1,2]. This congruency effect or schema effect on memory is suggested to be dependent on mnemonic mechanisms [3,4], such as differentially efficient encoding [5,6] and consolidation processes [7–9]. However, the relative contribution of these processes to schema-dependent memory enhancement is largely unknown. Moreover, reports of enhancing schema effects on memory are not always consistent in the literature, as not all types of memory appear to be enhanced by a pre-existing schema [10,11], suggesting that the way a memory is cued can influence the schema effect as well. Thus, the relative contribution of encoding and consolidation processes on the schema effect and their enhancing effects on different memory measures still remains to be established.

The schema effect on memory has been a fairly consistent finding for decades, showing that information that fits with a pre-existing schema is better remembered [2,12], and more efficiently processed [5,6]. However, opposing observations where schema-inconsistent memories are shown to be enhanced are also occasionally reported [10]. These paradoxical effects are generally related to detailed recognition [13], interference effects [14], false memories and confidence [15,16], and category learning [11,13], and are largely consistent with the novelty encoding principle stating that information that is novel is preferentially encoded [17]. Partly as a result of these seemingly contradictory results, the schema theory was rendered more labile over the past decades [10]. As learning of congruent information does not always consistently lead to better memory performance than incongruently learned information, it was suggested that the schema effect might be dependent on various additional factors, such as how a memory is cued and after which delay it is measured [4,11]. These additional factors might account for the paradoxical effects of a schema on memory performance that are mentioned above.

During memory encoding, a new memory trace is processed such that it can be most efficiently stored [18]. Encoding is suggested to be dependent on many factors, such as depth of processing [19] and semantic elaboration [20], processes that are found to be enhanced when an encoded stimulus is congruent with prior knowledge [21]. However, also novelty is suggested to drive (presumably different [4]) encoding processes [17], leading stimuli incongruent with prior knowledge to be better encoded as well. After encoding, a memory is thought to be integrated into existing knowledge structures through consolidation mechanisms [9,22,23], which are proposed to process memory traces off-line in order to most efficiently assimilate them into preexisting schemas [24,25]. This consolidation process is found to be facilitated specifically for information that was related to a pre-existing schema [8,12], and might additionally be related to tagging of a schema-related memory during and right after encoding [26]. The ease and nature of retrieval of a certain...
memory is thus suggested to depend not only on how a memory trace is encoded but also on how it is consolidated and integrated into the preexisting schema [3,27]. Consolidation of a memory after encoding is moreover found to favor strengthening of salient and important memories, such as memories that are emotional [28], rewarding [29], or semantically related [30], thus suggesting that consolidation, next to encoding, can have profound effects on long-term storage of a memory trace [24].

In this experiment, we therefore examined how the congruency effect on memory progresses over time by examining memory performance before or after consolidation on retrieval of congruent versus incongruent item and associative memories. Participants were randomly divided in three different groups (delay t = 0 hours, t = 20 hours (as described in [12]), or t = 48 hours after encoding), and were tested using a between-subjects 3 x 2 factorial design with study-test interval (delay) and congruency as factors. They completed a paradigm in which they learned visuo-tactile associations that were either congruent or incongruent with prior knowledge (see [12] and figure 1), and performed memory tests either after 0 hours (group 1), after 20 hours (group 2) or after 48 hours (group 3). They were first tested on item recognition and subsequently on associative memory. Analyses were conducted on both these memory measures and compared for all three groups. We expected the schema effect to be apparent for both item recognition and associative memory scores, but hypothesized that differences could arise over time, through consolidation.

Results

Item recognition memory scores (d-prime, figure 2A) showed a delay x congruency interaction (F(2,66) = 5.04, p < .01), with item memory significantly better for congruent items in group 2 (t(22) = 2.12, p < .05), and group 3 (t(22) = 2.55, p < .05), but not in group 1 (t(22) = 1.55, p = n.s.). No main effect of congruency was found (F(2,66) = 2.53, p = n.s.). All measures were significantly different from chance (group 1 congruent: t(22) = 10.92, p < .001, group 2 congruent: t(22) = 9.97, p < .001, group 2 incongruent: t(22) = 9.32, p < .001, and group 3 congruent: t(22) = 10.32, p < .001, group 3 incongruent: t(22) = 8.85, p < .001). Reaction times did not show any differences for either group (group 1: t(22) = 44, p = n.s., group 2: t(22) = 52, p = n.s., group 3: t(22) = 12, p = n.s.), or between-groups (congruent: F(1,66) = .31, p = n.s., incongruent: F(1,66) = .36, p = n.s., also not in any post-hoc analyses). These results show a delay x congruency interaction for item recognition memory scores based on a schema effect that arises only after a delay that allows consolidation processes to take place (figure 2A).

Associative memory scores (figure 2B) showed a main effect of congruency (F(1,66) = 17.59, p < .001) without a delay x congruency interaction (F(2,66) = 2.44, p = n.s.). Also all these measures were significantly different from chance (group 1 congruent: t(22) = 6.36, p < .001, group 1 incongruent: t(22) = 6.18, p < .001, group 2 congruent: t(22) = 8.16, p < .001, group 2 incongruent: t(22) = 5.30, p < .001, and group 3 congruent: t(22) = 6.39, p < .001, group 3 incongruent: t(22) = 6.16, p < .001). Associative memory scores thus show a main effect of congruency and no interaction with delay (figure 2B).

Assessing the strength of the congruency effect (congruent – incongruent) over time (delay) (figure 2C and 2D) showed a significant positive increasing relationship for item recognition (r(2) = 2.75, p < .01, congruent > incongruent, figure 2C), which was significant for group 2> group 1 (r(44) = 2.57, p < .05) and group 3> group 1 (r(44) = 2.82, p < .01), but not for group 3> group 2 (r(44) = .07, p = n.s.). For associative memory (figure 2D), this analysis did not reveal a significant delay x congruency effect interaction (r(2) = −1.38, p = n.s.). Thus, a delay x congruency effect interaction was only found for item recognition, where the congruency effect was found to become larger over time.

Discussion

The results reported here show that encoding and consolidation differentially affect the schema effect on memory for different memory types. By testing the schema effect for both item recognition and associative memory at different delays after learning, we show that the schema effect for item recognition increases with consolidation, while not yet being apparent immediately after encoding. On the other hand, for associative memory the schema effect is found to be present already after encoding, and, although the difference grows smaller, shows persistence over consolidation. These results show that the schema effect on memory depends on delay and type of memory test.

These results are generally consistent with the schema theory [1], while the finding that the schema effect only arises after consolidation for item recognition additionally partly accounts...
for findings that are inconsistent with it [11]. Schema theory has gained a challenging character over the past decades [10] because of paradoxical findings that showed enhanced memory for either information congruent or incongruent with a pre-existing schema. Schema effects were therefore suggested to be dependent on several factors [4,11], of which two were specifically tested here. We believe our findings along with previous inconsistencies in the literature can partly be explained by (schema) consolidation theories [3,4,31], stating that schema-congruent memories are preferentially consolidated in an accelerated manner, and its effects on memory performance over time for both item recognition and associative memory measures. Therefore, we propose that future research on schema-dependent memory should take these modulatory factors into account.

Schema effects have thus been suggested to be highly dependent on the specific task at hand. For example, while we report schema effects on item recognition, this enhancing effect is not always consistently found. When item recognition is tested in a two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) task where participants are instructed to choose between the target and a highly similar lure items that are incongruent with a pre-existing schema are found to be better remembered [11,13]. Moreover, these results are generally reported when tested immediately after learning without consolidation. While our results show no significant effect of schema on item recognition immediately after learning (figure 2), they do show an interaction with performance over a delay, when allowing consolidation processes to take place. This suggests that enhancing effects of incongruent memories right after encoding could inverse after consolidation has taken place, favoring schema-consistent memories in the long run only [24,30]. Additionally, the incongruency of a memory trace might lead to novelty and saliency processes that possibly preferentially enhance short-term storage of the memory [4,17]. Therefore, schema-inconsistent memory enhancements e.g. in the 2AFC task would benefit from future research where retrieval tests are performed both before and after consolidation, to more specifically determine whether this effect is specifically related to encoding mechanisms and to better understand its relation to consolidation mechanisms. Other factors determining schema-congruent and schema-incongruent memory enhancements, such as the type of task, type of cue, and confidence could profit in the same way when future research will more clearly distinguishes between encoding and consolidation effects.

In sum, these findings give more insight into two different factors that modulate schema effects on memory: memory type and consolidation. Results show that the schema effect on item recognition performance is mostly influenced by consolidation processes occurring after learning, while the schema effect on associative memory is already present immediately after encoding and persists after consolidation. These results thus demonstrate that schema effects on memory performance can be more complex than previously thought since they are affected both by the type of cue during retrieval and the degree of consolidation that passed before retrieval. Further research will need to examine the specifics of this phenomenon, both behaviorally and neurally.

Figure 2. Behavioral results. Item recognition scores \(d'\) for schema-congruent memories were enhanced only after consolidation (A), while schema-congruent associative memory scores (% correct) were enhanced already immediately after encoding and this effect persisted during time (B). Panels C and D show the congruency effect for both these memory measures over time, where the congruency effect on memory is found to increase for item recognition (C), but not for associative memory (D).

\[ \text{doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056155.g002} \]
Materials and Methods

Participants

This experiment is an extension of a previously published experiment [12], which is taken along in the analysis reported here (group 2). Stimuli, design, and procedures are exactly the same as reported in this previous study. Seventy-six native Dutch female right-handed students participated in this study. All were healthy and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were paid to participate and were told that they could earn extra money for better performance. Participants were randomly assigned to either group (with delay $t = 0$ hours (group 1), delay $t = 20$ hours (group 2) or $t = 48$ hours (group 3) between encoding and retrieval), with 26 participants in group 1 and 25 participants in group 2 and 3. Seven participants (3 in group 1 and 2 in group 2 and 3) were excluded after data acquisition, because of poor item memory performance (total item recognition hits <30), which left 69 (23 per group) participants for analyses. This sample covered an age range of 18–33 years, with a mean age of 22.14 years. There were no age differences between the different groups (group 1: 22.48, group 2: 22.65, group 3: 21.30, $F = 1.106$, $p = \text{n.s.}$). Participants in group 2 self-reported to have slept on average 7.67 (range 6–9) hours in the night after learning and participants in group 3 self-reported to have slept on average 7.22 hours (range 5.5–10) in the night after learning and on average 7.46 hours (range 5.5–10) in the night before testing. Hours of sleep was not significantly different between these groups for the first night ($t = 1.26$, $p = \text{n.s.}$).

We decided to recruit women only, because they generally have more interest in and knowledge about fashion-like stimuli, and memory (associatively remembered items versus associatively forgotten but item remembered items and item remembered versus completely forgotten items) as within-subject factors [see figure 1 and 12], and were subsequently tested in a between-subjects design with different study-test delay (group 1 versus group 2 versus group 3). They were invited to come to the center on one (group 1) or two days (group 2 and 3) with 48 hours between the two visits. On day one, participants were instructed to memorize simultaneously presented triplets of visual motifs, visual object words, and tactile fabric samples by imagining how the combination of these features would look like. They were told that their memory would be tested either directly after (group 1) on the next day (group 2 and 3), but they received no information about the specifics of this memory test. Using Presentation 10.2 (Neurobehavorial systems, Albany, CA, USA), the motif and the word were visually presented on a computer screen for six seconds, the word situated above the motif. Concurrently, participants were instructed in a practice session to tactiley explore a fabric for the complete 6 seconds, and imagine how the combination of motif, word, and fabric would look. The fabric was presented by the experimenter underneath a heightened plateau on which the computer screen was placed, and was not visible to the participant. After presentation of each stimulus combination, participants were asked to indicate whether they thought the triplet characterizing the imagined object was either pretty or ugly (see figure 1). After encoding, participants in group 1 was tested while participants in group 2 and 3 went home and returned to the center respectively 20 or 48 hours later.

In total, participants memorized 200 sequentially presented combinations, 100 congruent and 100 incongruent, divided into three sessions of consecutively 80, 80, and 40 trials. Because the object words and fabric samples had to be divided equally for each session and each condition, the 20 object words and 20 fabric samples were combined into 80 possible combinations (40 congruent and 40 incongruent), so each object word and each fabric sample was linked to two congruent and two incongruent fabrics. Within each session, these 80 object-fabric associations were randomly divided, but equal for each participant, whilst motifs were randomly shuffled for each participant and thus unique for each combination. For the last session of 40 presentations only one congruent and one incongruent object-fabric combination was used instead of two. Thus, every participant learned the same object-fabric combinations, but for each participant these were differenty associated with the motifs.

During retrieval, participants performed an item recognition memory test (with confidence rating) for the motifs presented the day before. They were instructed to respond within the three seconds presentation time. Participants received a practice session before starting the experiment. Stimuli were presented in the center of the screen for three seconds, and were followed by a fixation cross, presented for three to six seconds. Furthermore, 10 fixation cross baseline trials of 10 seconds duration were included. These baseline trials were distributed so that within every 40 trials, a baseline trial was presented. The item recognition memory test lasted in total 51 minutes and 20 seconds. After, participants performed an associative retrieval task additionally.

Stimuli

Participants learned a series of triplets of simultaneously presented stimuli that, when associated with each other, formed an object likely to be present in real life [12]. These associations consisted of 1) motifs (200), visually presented as a 2-dimensional, pictorial square without tactile information; 2) visually presented object words (20) describing objects primarily composed of fabrics; and 3) fabric samples (20) that could be linked to the object words. Motifs (400 in total, including lures) were obtained from the internet, and were equalized in size (256 x 256 pixels, 2.85 pixels/cm, indexed color mode) and auto contrasted using Adobe Photoshop CS3, version 10.0.1 (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA).

Fabric samples were cut into squares of five by five cm, and object-fabric combinations were categorized as being either semantically congruent (for example a leather jacket) or semantically incongruent (for example a lace umbrella). The (in) congruency of these combinations was verified in an independent behavioral pilot, where participants ($n = 12$) were asked to rate the (in) congruency of these combinations was considered as being either semantically congruent (for example a lace umbrella). The (in) congruency of these combinations was verified in an independent behavioral pilot, where participants ($n = 12$) were asked to rate the congruency of word-fabric combinations from 1–6. Combinations rated on average 2.5 or lower were considered incongruent, and combinations rated on average 3.5 or higher were considered congruent. Combinations in between these ratings were altered to either fit a congruent or incongruent representation.

Design and General Procedure

Participants were all tested using the same procedure, with the only dependent variable the delay between encoding and retrieval (0 hours for group 1, 20 hours for group 2 and 48 hours for group 3). They were tested using two (one for item recognition and one for associative memory) within-subjects $2 \times 2$ factorial designs with congruency (congruent items versus incongruent items) and memory (associatively remembered items versus associatively forgotten but item remembered items and item remembered versus completely forgotten items) as within-subject factors [see figure 1 and 12], and were subsequently tested in a between-subjects design with different study-test delay (group 1 versus group 2 versus group 3). They were invited to come to the center on one (group 1) or two days (group 2 and 3) with 48 hours between the two visits. On day one, participants were instructed to memorize simultaneously presented triplets of visual motifs, visual object words, and tactile fabric samples by imagining how the combination of these features would look like. They were told that their memory would be tested either directly after (group 1) on the next day (group 2 and 3), but they received no information about the specifics of this memory test. Using Presentation 10.2 (Neurobehavorial systems, Albany, CA, USA), the motif and the word were visually presented on a computer screen for six seconds, the word situated above the motif. Concurrently, participants were instructed in a practice session to tactiley explore a fabric for the complete 6 seconds, and imagine how the combination of motif, word, and fabric would look. The fabric was presented by the experimenter underneath a heightened plateau on which the computer screen was placed, and was not visible to the participant. After presentation of each stimulus combination, participants were asked to indicate whether they thought the triplet characterizing the imagined object was either pretty or ugly (see figure 1). After encoding, participants in group 1 was tested while participants in group 2 and 3 went home and returned to the center respectively 20 or 48 hours later.

In total, participants memorized 200 sequentially presented combinations, 100 congruent and 100 incongruent, divided into three sessions of consecutively 80, 80, and 40 trials. Because the object words and fabric samples had to be divided equally for each session and each condition, the 20 object words and 20 fabric samples were combined into 80 possible combinations (40 congruent and 40 incongruent), so each object word and each fabric sample was linked to two congruent and two incongruent fabrics. Within each session, these 80 object-fabric associations were randomly divided, but equal for each participant, whilst motifs were randomly shuffled for each participant and thus unique for each combination. For the last session of 40 presentations only one congruent and one incongruent object-fabric combination was used instead of two. Thus, every participant learned the same object-fabric combinations, but for each participant these were differently associated with the motifs.

During retrieval, participants performed an item recognition memory test (with confidence rating) for the motifs presented the day before. They were instructed to respond within the three seconds presentation time. Participants received a practice session before starting the experiment. Stimuli were presented in the center of the screen for three seconds, and were followed by a fixation cross, presented for three to six seconds. Furthermore, 10 fixation cross baseline trials of 10 seconds duration were included. These baseline trials were distributed so that within every 40 trials, a baseline trial was presented. The item recognition memory test lasted in total 51 minutes and 20 seconds. After, participants performed an associative retrieval task additionally.

Memory Tests and Analyses

Item recognition memory was tested using a confidence level approach (6 levels) in which participants were instructed to indicate whether a perceived stimulus (200 old and 200 new) was old or new. Six answer options were provided: sure old, nearly sure old, not sure old, not sure new, nearly sure new and sure new. The
order of the motifs was pseudorandom; no more than four consecutive old or new stimuli were presented. Participants could only answer once and were given feedback on which button they pressed. Answers that were given too late (i.e. after the three seconds presentation time), or were indicated as not sure, were not included in the analyses.

Subsequently to the item recognition memory test, participants performed a self-paced, three-alternative forced-choice associative memory task, in which they were instructed to indicate which object word was associated with a certain motif on the previous day. All 200 memorized motifs were randomly and sequentially presented on a computer screen as cues, together with three words of which one word was the correct answer, and the other two words were randomly sampled from the other 19 words. After participants finished this test, they filled out a study-specific questionnaire.

Behavioral measures of item recognition scores were analyzed using SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) by calculating the percentage of hits and false alarms (both sure old and nearly sure old confidence levels) for both conditions (congruent and incongruent). Next, these values were z-transformed and subtracted from each other to calculate d-prime for both conditions. Subsequently, a repeated measures ANOVA with the factors time (group 1, group 2, and group 3) and congruency (congruent versus incongruent) were performed to test interactions and main effects between these factors. Group effects on single measures were conducted using a one-way ANOVA. For post-hoc analyses, Student t-tests were performed to determine differences from chance level (0; one-sample t-test) and differences between the congruent and incongruent conditions within both groups (paired-samples t-test), and differences between groups (independent-samples t-test). Associative memory was analyzed using only the items that were correctly recognized during item recognition. Of these items, percentage correct was calculated for both conditions, and again tested using a one-sample (with chance level 1/3) and again tested using a repeated measures ANOVA and subsequent paired samples and independent samples Student t-tests, as described above. Congruency effects were calculated per group and per memory type by subtracting individual incongruent memory scores from congruent memory scores (so congruent – incongruent) and were subsequently tested using a linear regression analysis. Also reaction time differences between both congruency conditions were assessed using the same statistical tests. Alpha was set at 0.05 throughout.
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